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INTRODUCTION
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is one of the most prevalent neurodegenerative disorders characterized by the progressive loss of
pigmented dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra (1).
This is accompanied by a deficiency of the neurotransmitter
dopamine and the presence of cytoplasmic inclusions of
a-synuclein, known as Lewy bodies (2). Although 95% of
PD cases are sporadic in nature, mutations at various loci
such as SNCA (encoding a-synuclein), PINK 1, PARK2 (encoding parkin), PARK7 (encoding DJ-1) and LRRK2 have

been implicated in the relatively rare familial forms of the
disease (3,4). In case of all these proteins, the exact molecular
mechanisms leading to disease development have not been
fully elucidated. However, most of them lead to impaired
mitochondrial dynamics and accumulation of dysfunctional
mitochondria, which is a characteristic feature of PD pathogenesis (5).
A recent, clinical, gene-specific screen involving a cohort of
late-onset PD patients revealed two rare missense mutations in
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most prevalent progressive neurological disorder commonly associated with impaired mitochondrial function in dopaminergic neurons. Although familial PD is multifactorial
in nature, a recent genetic screen involving PD patients identified two mitochondrial Hsp70 variants (P509S
and R126W) that are suggested in PD pathogenesis. However, molecular mechanisms underlying how
mtHsp70 PD variants are centrally involved in PD progression is totally elusive. In this article, we provide mechanistic insights into the mitochondrial dysfunction associated with human mtHsp70 PD variants.
Biochemically, the R126W variant showed severely compromised protein stability and was found highly susceptible to aggregation at physiological conditions. Strikingly, on the other hand, the P509S variant exhibits
significantly enhanced interaction with J-protein cochaperones involved in folding and import machinery,
thus altering the overall regulation of chaperone-mediated folding cycle and protein homeostasis. To assess
the impact of mtHsp70 PD mutations at the cellular level, we developed yeast as a model system by making
analogous mutations in Ssc1 ortholog. Interestingly, PD mutations in yeast (R103W and P486S) exhibit multiple
in vivo phenotypes, which are associated with ‘mitochondrial dysfunction’, including compromised growth, impairment in protein translocation, reduced functional mitochondrial mass, mitochondrial DNA loss, respiratory
incompetency and increased susceptibility to oxidative stress. In addition to that, R103W protein is prone to
aggregate in vivo due to reduced stability, whereas P486S showed enhanced interaction with J-proteins,
thus remarkably recapitulating the cellular defects that are observed in human PD variants. Taken together,
our findings provide evidence in favor of direct involvement of mtHsp70 as a susceptibility factor in PD.
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in the matrix (23– 28). Similarly, in humans, DnaJC19 is
required for translocation, whereas hTid-1L and hTid-1S
splice variants assist in the folding of imported proteins in
the matrix compartment (29,30). These J-proteins often sequester and deliver unfolded proteins to mtHsp70 in the ATPbound state and catalytically stimulate the ATPase activity of
Hsp70, thereby stabilizing the interactions with client proteins
in the ADP-bound state (31). The nucleotide exchange factors
(Mge1 in yeast and GrpEL1 in humans) regulate the exchange
of nucleotides from mtHsp70s, thus operating the molecular
chaperone cycle in connection with various essential physiological functions in the event of mitochondria biogenesis
(29,32).
Owing to multiple and critical functions played by mtHsp70,
the PD variants are expected to contribute significantly toward
PD, where mitochondrial dysfunction is an established
feature. However, contribution of disease-associated homozygous variants of human mtHsp70 toward PD pathogenesis and
progression is still enigmatic. Because of conserved cellular
biology, yeast has been used as a well-established model
system to understand the PD pathogenesis (33,34). To delineate
the impact of PD mutations in the haploid state toward mitochondrial function, we utilized yeast as a model system to generate analogous mutations in Ssc1 protein. Our findings
highlight that the PD mutations in yeast Ssc1 lead to similar cellular phenotypes as observed in the affected dopaminergic
neurons. Strikingly, in the haploid state, PD mutations in
yeast Ssc1 exhibit severe growth defects, sensitivity to oxidative
stress, susceptibility to mtDNA loss, compromised protein stability and enhanced J-protein interaction, thus overall contributing significantly toward ‘mitochondrial dysfunction’, which is
the hallmark of PD pathogenesis.

RESULTS
Human mtHsp70 PD variants display enhanced
stimulation of ATPase activity by J-protein cochaperones
PD-associated human mtHsp70 variants R126W and P509S
are located in the subdomain IB of the N-terminal ATPase
domain and in the L5/6 loop of the SBD, respectively (35).
To uncover the biochemical defects associated with PD variants in vitro, we purified the proteins from Escherichia coli
by co-expressing with yeast Hep1. In order to determine
whether these mutations lead to an alteration in the ATPase
activity, we subjected the purified PD variant proteins to
ATP hydrolysis using a well-established single-turnover
ATPase assay. Interestingly, R126W showed an elevated catalytic rate constant (kcat, 0.060 min21) for basal ATP hydrolysis
when compared with wild-type protein (0.032 min21). On the
other hand, the P509S PD variant exhibited lower kcat of
0.017 min21 for basal ATP hydrolysis (P , 0.05; Fig. 1A).
To determine whether the mutations alter the regulation of
the Hsp70 chaperone cycle, we studied the functional interaction of human mtHsp70 with its cochaperones. The human
mitochondrial matrix contains two alternatively spliced isoforms of type-I J-proteins, known as hTid-1L (larger
isoform) and hTid-1S (smaller isoform). Both the isoforms
are involved in the folding of matrix proteins and thus play
a critical role in maintaining the mitochondrial protein
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the human mitochondrial Hsp70 protein (mtHsp70, also referred as mortalin, Grp75 and PBP74) (6). Interestingly,
these heterozygous PD variants of mtHsp70 showed impairment in mitochondrial function in neuronal and non-neuronal
human cell lines, thus highlighting a potential role of mtHsp70
in PD pathology (7). Furthermore, both the PD variants exhibited accumulation of excessive cellular reactive oxygen
species (ROS), mitochondrial morphological changes and reduction in mitochondrial membrane potential in heterozygous
conditions, suggesting an autosomal dominant effect (7).
However, it is unclear whether the observed PD phenotypes
are due to a consequence of mutations resulting from impaired
chaperone-specific functions or altered interaction between
mtHsp70 and DJ-1, thus leading to mitochondrial dysfunction
(7). In addition to that, a reduction in the expression level of
human mtHsp70 is also reported in the affected brain
regions of late-onset PD patients as well as in a cellular
model of the disease, thus signifying its possible central involvement in PD progression (8,9).
Mitochondrial Hsp70 is a highly conserved member of the
HSP70 multigene family and plays multiple essential functions in the biogenesis of mitochondria across kingdoms.
Mammalian mtHsp70 is a nuclear encoded protein, predominantly localized in the mitochondrial matrix compartment (10).
However, in many cell types, differential levels of the protein
have an extra-mitochondrial localization that includes cytosolic and endoplasmic reticulum compartments (11). Yeast Ssc1
is an ortholog of mammalian mtHsp70 essential for viability in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Human mtHsp70 and yeast Ssc1
share an overall 66% identity and 82% similarity between
them. Both mammalian mtHsp70 and yeast Ssc1 form the
core of the ‘protein import motor’ of the inner mitochondrial
membrane, which translocates a majority of the precursor proteins destined for the matrix compartment (12 – 14). Besides,
they constitute the core of the ‘folding machine’ and assist
in the folding of newly-matrix-translocated precursor proteins,
thereby essentially maintaining the protein quality control
within mitochondria (13 – 15). Yeast mitochondrial matrix
consists of multiple paralogs of Ssc1 specialized for additional
functions such as formation of iron – sulfur cluster assembly
and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) maintenance (16 – 19).
However, the human mitochondrial matrix comprises a
single mtHsp70 critically required for all the generic as well
as for the specialized functions, thus underlining its central importance in the mitochondrial biogenesis (20).
Mitochondrial Hsp70 consists of two conserved functional
domains, namely the N-terminal nucleotide-binding domain
(NBD) and C-terminal substrate-binding domain (SBD) (21).
The NBD of mtHsp70 possesses a weak intrinsic ATP hydrolyzing activity, whereas the SBD is involved in binding to
mitochondrial client proteins (21). The SBD and NBD
regions are connected via a flexible linker region, which modulates the allosteric communication between the domains.
Like other generic Hsp70s, mtHsp70s have coevolved with
J-protein cochaperones to function together as a ‘molecular
machine’, with mtHsp70 being the core component (22).
Yeast mitochondria consist of two J-proteins, namely Pam18
and Mdj1. Pam18 is tethered to the inner mitochondrial membrane and is required for the translocation function, whereas
Mdj1 plays a critical role in the folding of precursor protein
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Figure 1. Biochemical properties of PD variants of human mtHsp70. (A– F) Effects of cochaperones on the ATPase activity. The preformed radiolabeled human
mtHsp70-ATP complexes (1 mM) of wild-type (WT) and PD variants (R126W and P509S) were incubated with (A) buffer alone (P , 0.05), (B) 2 mM hTid-1S
(P , 0.01), (C) 2 mM hTid-1L (P , 0.05), (D) 2 mM DnaJC19 (P , 0.01), (E) 1 mM GrpEL1, either alone (open circles) or in the presence of 250 mM ATP (closed
circles) and (F) 4 mM Hep. ATP hydrolysis was monitored under single turn over conditions at different time intervals and the percentage of ATP-to-Pi conversion was determined. The rate of hydrolysis was calculated using GraphPad Prism 5. Fold stimulation was calculated by setting the basal rate to 1. All error bars
are representative of standard deviation obtained from three independent experiments. (G) Substrate interaction studies. 25 nM fluorescein-labeled P5 peptide
(F-P5) was incubated with increasing concentrations of the purified proteins and allowed to reach equilibrium. The observed anisotropy values were fitted to
a one-site binding equation using the GraphPad Prism 5 software to obtain the Kd values. (H) ATP-induced peptide release. 1000-fold excess ATP was
added to saturated protein-F-P5 complexes in the ADP-bound state. The resultant maximal decrease in fluorescence anisotropy of the bound F-P5 was noted
to determine the percentage of bound F-P5 released due to ATP binding.

quality control (29). Strikingly, both the hTid-1 isoforms
stimulated the ATPase activity of human mtHsp70 PD variants
significantly higher than wild-type levels. At a 1:2 ratio of
human mtHsp70 to hTid-1S, an 11-fold stimulation was
observed for wild-type in comparison with 18-fold
and 47-fold for R126W and P509S mutants, respectively

(P , 0.01; Fig. 1B). Under similar conditions, the larger
isoform hTid-1L stimulated wild-type to 6-fold when
compared with the mutant levels of 8.5-fold (R126W) and
13-fold (P509S), respectively (P , 0.05, Fig. 1C). Besides,
the PD variants were also tested for stimulation by mitochondrial inner-membrane-bound J-protein, DnaJC19, which
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Enhanced J-protein interaction of PD mutants of mtHsp70
leads to reduced chaperoning activity
To test whether the increased stimulation of the ATPase activity is due to an enhanced physical interaction between the PD
variants and J-proteins, we subjected them to an enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using hTid-1S as a representative J-protein. As expected, both the human PD variants
showed increased binding to hTid-1S. The P509S variant
exhibited a much greater affinity for J-proteins when compared with wild-type, further validating the observed excessive
stimulation of the ATPase activity (Figs 1B and 2A). The type
1 J-proteins (Hsp40s) deliver unfolded polypeptides to the
SBD of Hsp70s through a transient interaction followed by
coupling ATP hydrolysis with substrate capture in ADP conformation. To test whether the enhanced interaction of PD variants with J-proteins interferes with the normal chaperoning
activity of the Hsp70/J-protein folding machine, we studied
their ability to prevent the aggregation of a chemically
denatured model substrate, rhodanese. As a control, in the
absence of J-protein (hTid-1S), the PD variants alone
showed a wild-type level of prevention of rhodanese aggregation, which is in agreement with their similar peptidebinding affinities (Fig. 2B). However, when an equimolar
ratio of mtHsp70/J-protein (hTid-1S) was equilibrated to
allow complex formation, followed by addition of rhodanese,
wild-type mtHsp70 robustly prevented the aggregation of
model substrate when compared with BSA control
(Fig. 2C). On the other hand, the PD variants displayed significantly reduced ability to prevent premature aggregation of
rhodanese. Strikingly, the P509S mutant exhibited a 40% reduction in the ability to prevent aggregation, whereas R126W
showed a 20% lower ability in the prevention of rhodanese
aggregation when compared with wild-type and BSA

Figure 2. Study of J-protein interaction analysis and chaperoning activity of PD mutants. (A) Human mtHsp70 and J-protein interaction studies using ELISA.
Three micrograms of hTid-1S was incubated with increasing concentrations of wild-type (WT), R126W and P509S mtHsp70 for 1 h at room temperature in a
buffer containing Mg(OAc)2 (10 mM) and AMP-PNP (1 mM). Antiserum against mtHsp70, followed by horse-radish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibody was
used to detect the bound-mtHsp70, utilizing a tetramethylbenzidine/H2O2 substrate-based reaction. Reactions were terminated with 2 N H2SO4 and absorbance
measured at 450 nm. (B and C) Prevention of rhodanese aggregation. Chemically denatured rhodanese (0.46 mM) was added to (B) 2.3 mM mtHsp70 alone, and
(C) a pre-incubated complex of mtHsp70 (0.23 mM) in combination with the J-protein hTid-1S (0.23 mM). The aggregation of rhodanese was measured at a wavelength of 320 nm. BSA was used as a negative control for chaperoning activity. The values were plotted by normalizing the values and setting the aggregation of
rhodanese alone as 100%.
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is required for the protein translocation function (30). Interestingly, the P509S mutant was stimulated robustly by DnaJC19,
which is consistent with hTid-1 isoforms (P , 0.01; Fig. 1D).
In contrast, the nucleotide exchange ability with GrpEL1 as
well as ‘Hep’-dependent stimulation remained relatively unaltered for the PD variants (P , 0.05; Fig. 1E and F).
To determine client protein-binding affinities, the purified
human PD variants were subjected to a fluorescence
anisotropy-based binding assay, using the fluorescein-labeled
P5 (F-P5) peptide. Importantly, the dissociation constants
(Kd) obtained for R126W (13.61 + 2.7 mM) and P509S
(15.72 + 1.9 mM) were comparable with the Kd measured for
wild-type (15.63 + 1.4 mM), suggesting that human PD variants retain the ability to bind client proteins to normal
levels (Fig. 1G and Supplementary Material, Table S1). To determine any alterations in the inter-domain interface, we subjected the variants to the ATP-dependent peptide release assay
as reported previously for bacterial DnaK (36). Upon addition
of ATP to prebound F-P5-mtHsp70 complex, the wild-type
exhibited 81% release of F-P5-peptide (P , 0.05; Fig. 1H).
However, a 10% reproducible reduction in the release of prebound F-P5-peptide was observed for R126W (71% total
release), indicating a minor defect associated with the allosteric communication between SBD and NBD domains. This
observation is well correlated by the fact that the mutant
also showed enhanced basal ATPase activity, which is an indication of inter-domain communication defects (29). Interestingly, P509S mutant did not show any alteration in the
F-P5-peptide release upon ATP addition (P , 0.05;
Fig. 1H). Overall, we conclude that the enhancement in
J-protein stimulation is a unique gain of function associated
with human mtHsp70 PD variants, thus altering the rate of
the regulation of mitochondrial chaperone cycle and protein
homeostasis.
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controls (Fig. 2B and C). Based on these observations, we
conclude that abnormality in J-protein interaction associated
with the PD variants reduces the chaperoning activity of
the folding machine.
Analogous PD mutations in yeast Ssc1 leads to growth and
protein translocation defects
To delineate the molecular mechanism behind the mitochondrial dysfunction associated with the PD mutations in vivo,
we carried out analogous amino acid substitutions in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, SSC1 gene. Yeast mitochondrial
Ssc1 is an ortholog of human mtHsp70 essential for the
import of precursor proteins and their subsequent folding in
the matrix compartment. Human mtHsp70 reveals a 66%
sequence identity at the amino acid level with yeast Ssc1.
Importantly, PD-associated amino-acid residues of human
mtHsp70 are conserved in yeast Ssc1 (Supplementary Material,
Figs S1 and S2). We generated analogous mutations at the
corresponding residues in Ssc1: arginine at 103rd position, substituted to tryptophan (R103W); and proline at 486th position,

replaced by serine (P486S). To test whether PD mutants could
rescue the inviability of the Dssc1 strain, centromeric plasmids
carrying the ssc1 mutants were transformed into a Dssc1 strain
carrying a wild-type copy of SSC1 on a plasmid having the
URA3 gene. The transformed strains were selected on 5fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA), which selects cells having lost the
wild-type copy of the SSC1 gene. The resulting PD mutant
strains were tested for growth phenotype, using drop test analysis on minimal (Trp2) and complete (YPD) media. Interestingly, the R103W ssc1 mutant showed a remarkable growth
defect at the permissive temperature and was inviable at 378C,
thus highlighting the critical nature of the R103 residue for in
vivo function in yeast (Fig. 3A). In contrast, P486S mutant displayed a comparable growth pattern with wild-type at all temperatures tested (Fig. 3A). In addition to that, both the PD
mutants showed normal levels of protein expression in whole
yeast cell lysates as well as in mitochondria upon immunoblot
analysis using Ssc1-specific antibodies (Fig. 3B and C).
To assess the efficiency of protein translocation in PD
mutants, we analyzed the protein import into mitochondria
by utilizing in vivo precursor accumulation analysis as
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Figure 3. Growth and protein import phenotypes of analogous PD mutations in yeast Ssc1. (A) Growth phenotype analysis. Equivalent number of cells from all the
strains were subjected to 10-fold serial dilutions and spotted on rich and selective media. The plates were incubated at the indicated temperatures for 72 h. (B and C)
Estimation of protein levels. Immunoblot analysis of (B) Ssc1 protein levels in the whole-cell lysates of the wild-type and mutant yeast strains. The cytosolic protein
Ydj1 was used as a loading control; and (C) the amount of Ssc1 protein targeted to the mitochondria in the respective strains. The mitochondrial proteins Tim23 and
Mge1 were used as loading controls. (D) In vivo precursor accumulation. The yeast cells were grown at 258C in rich media till the early log phase and shifted to
non-permissive temperatures for the indicated time periods. The whole-cell extracts were resolved by SDS–PAGE, followed by immunoblotting using
anti-Hsp60 antibody; p, precursor form; m, mature form of Hsp60. The cytosolic protein Ydj1 was used as the loading control. (E and F) In vitro import of Cytb2(47)DHFR. (E) 200 mg of mitochondria from wild-type (WT) and the PD mutant strains were pre-incubated in import buffer, and reaction was initiated by addition of
saturating amount of purified Cytb2(47)-DHFR. The reaction mix from different time intervals was separated by SDS–PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting using
a DHFR-specific antibody. One hundred percent of precursor protein offered to the mitochondria was loaded as control (c); precursor (p); mature (m); and intermediate (i) forms of Cytb2(47)-DHFR during import. (F) The amount of imported mature form was quantified by densitometry and plotted as a function of time,
setting maximal import by WT as 100%.
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PD mutations in Ssc1 exhibit loss of mitochondrial mass,
membrane potential and mtDNA
PD pathogenesis has been closely associated with mitochondrial dysfunction at the cellular level. In order to test
whether these PD mutants of Ssc1 can also contribute to
the overall loss in mitochondrial function, we analyzed the
aforementioned using multiple approaches. First, we checked
for the overall mitochondrial mass in the yeast PD mutants
by using the fluorescent dye 10-N-nonyl acridine orange
(NAO), which binds to the cardiolipin of mitochondrial membrane, thereby giving an estimate of the total mitochondrial
mass present inside the cell (38). Surprisingly, the R103W
mutant showed a shift in the fluorescence signal toward the
lower side (highlighted in green) when compared with wildtype and the P486S mutant (Fig. 4A). Upon quantitation of
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI), a 20% reduction in the
overall mitochondrial mass was reproducibly observed in the
R103W mutant in comparison with the wild-type and P486S
(P , 0.001; Fig. 4B). Second, we assessed for the relative
amount of functional mitochondria, using the JC-1 dye (39).
The JC-1 dye uptake is dependent on intact membrane potential which results in an aggregate form of the dye yielding red
fluorescence. In contrast, the extra-mitochondrial localization
of monomeric form of the dye, as a result of disrupted membrane potential, generates a signal of green fluorescence (39).
The ratio of red to green fluorescence is used as an indicator
for functional mitochondria with an intact membrane potential
(39). Valinomycin is known to disrupt the membrane potential

of intact mitochondria and was used as a positive control
where minimal emission was detected at 590 nm (40). Strikingly, the R103W mutant showed a significant reduction in
the fluorescence intensity at 590 nm maxima when compared
with wild-type mitochondria and more closely resembled the
valinomycin-treated mitochondria (Fig. 4C). As indicated in
Figure 4D, upon quantification, a 40% reduction in the
levels of functional mitochondria was estimated for the
R103W mutant. Similarly, a 10– 15% reduction in the functional mitochondria was observed for the P486S mutant
when compared with wild-type, further highlighting the essential role played by Ssc1 in the normal mitochondrial biogenesis (P , 0.05; Fig. 4D).
As an additional parameter, we tested for the growth of
mutants on YP glycerol (YPG) medium by drop test analysis.
Efficient utilization of non-fermentable carbon source such as
glycerol requires elevated levels of functional mitochondria.
Most notably, the R103W mutant showed a lethal phenotype
when grown on media containing glycerol as a sole carbon
source (Fig. 4E). However, the P486S mutant grew normally
in YPG media. In yeast, a lack of growth on non-fermentable
carbon source is often associated with the loss of mtDNA over
successive generations of cell growth (41). To demonstrate
mtDNA loss in mutants, we employed a PCR-based method
by monitoring the level of amplification from a mitochondrial
genome-encoded reporter gene, COX2, as described previously (42). Interestingly, the R103W mutant showed significant
loss of mitochondria-encoded COX2 levels when compared
with wild-type and P486S mutant (Fig. 4F). However, the
amplicon levels of the nuclear encoded HSP31 gene remained
unaltered in wild-type, P486S and the R103W mutant
(Fig. 4F). As a positive control, wild-type yeast cells were
exposed to ethidium bromide (EtBr) treatment, which is well
documented to promote the loss of mtDNA (43). Notably, a
similar pattern of reduction in COX2 levels was observed in
the EtBr-treated wild-type yeast cells, thus indicating that
R103W is more susceptible to mtDNA loss when compared
with the P486S mutant (Fig. 4F). Overall, we conclude that
PD mutations in Ssc1 lead to impairment in the mitochondrial
function and organelle biogenesis.
PD mutations in Ssc1 elevate the cellular ROS levels
Mitochondria constitute a major source of cellular ROS, and
enhanced oxidative stress is frequently associated with mitochondrial dysfunction. To determine whether the PD mutations in Ssc1 lead to an elevation in the ROS levels, we
measured the overall ROS in the PD mutant strains using
the H2DCF-DA dye, which produces a fluorescence signal
upon modification by peroxide species, and was quantitated
by FACS-based analysis (44). As an internal control, the wildtype cells were pre-treated with 2 mM H2O2 to record the shift
in the fluorescence signal peak, which is an indicator of excess
generation of total ROS species (highlighted in blue)
(Fig. 5A). Interestingly, both R103W and P486S mutants
showed a shift in the fluorescence signal peaks toward
higher ROS levels (Fig. 5A). With reference to H2O2-treated
and untreated wild-type cells, a 15– 20% elevation in the
total ROS levels was estimated for R103W and P486S
mutants (P , 0.05; Fig. 5B). To investigate the specific
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demonstrated previously (12). Compromised Ssc1 function
results in the cytosolic accumulation of non-processed precursor forms of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial proteins (12). By
using this assay, we monitored the accumulation of nonprocessed form of an abundantly expressed matrix protein
such as Hsp60 (12). To induce the import phenotype, the wildtype and mutant cells were grown at a permissive temperature,
followed by heat shock at 378C for 4 – 12 h. The cell lysates
were analyzed for precursor accumulation by immunoblotting,
using antibodies specific to Hsp60. Interestingly, R103W
showed significant accumulation of non-processed form of
Hsp60 at permissive temperature and 378C, suggesting a
strong in vivo import defect (Fig. 3D). On the other hand,
P486S did not exhibit precursor accumulation even under prolonged heat shock conditions, thus correlating well with its
growth phenotype (Fig. 3D). Additionally, for a detailed
kinetic analysis of the protein translocation efficiencies, ex
vivo import experiments were conducted using purified recombinant precursor proteins with isolated mitochondria (37).
Mitochondria isolated from mutant yeast cells grown at permissive temperatures were pre-incubated for 15 min at 378C
to induce the mutant phenotype, and subjected to import reaction using saturating amounts of Cytb2(47)-DHFR precursor
protein (Fig. 3E). When compared with wild-type, R103W
mitochondria showed significant reduction in the kinetics of
import of Cytb2(47)-DHFR precursor protein, whereas
P486S showed an elevated rate of import (Fig. 3F). In
summary, we find that the import kinetics associated with
the yeast PD mutants is consistent with their growth phenotypes.
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Figure 4. Assessment of mitochondria-specific cellular defects in the PD mutants of yeast Ssc1. (A) Mitochondrial mass estimation. The MFI histogram for
10 000 cells stained using NAO, as analyzed by flow cytometry, was plotted to highlight the difference in the overall mitochondrial mass. (B) The total mitochondrial mass associated with each yeast strain as obtained from FACS analysis, represented as a normalized bar chart (P , 0.001). (C) Measurement of mitochondrial membrane potential. Purified mitochondria stained with the JC-1 dye were subjected to an emission wavelength scan ranging from 500 to 620 nm. The
fluorescence intensity values obtained were plotted against the wavelengths to calculate the relative distribution of polarized versus depolarized mitochondria in
each case. (D) Bar chart representing the fluorescence emission of the JC-1 dye in terms of multimer (590 nm) to monomer (530 nm) ratio, for mitochondria
isolated from wild-type (WT) and PD-mutant yeast strains (P , 0.05). (E) Respiratory competence of the yeast strains. Serially diluted yeast cells of WT
and PD-mutant strains were spotted on non-fermentable YPG media and incubated for 96 h at indicated temperatures to assess the respiratory efficiency. (F)
Estimation of mtDNA abundance. PCR amplification of the COX2 gene was used to assess mtDNA loss using genomic DNA isolated from WT and PD-mutant
strains incubated in YPG media for 12 h. HSP31 amplification served as the control for nuclear DNA. Yeast cells treated with EtBr (exposed to 20 ng/ml for
multiple generations) to induce mtDNA loss were used as a positive control.

contribution of the mitochondria for the observed elevated cellular ROS levels, we subjected PD mutant strains to FACS
analysis using the fluorescent dye, MitoSOX Red. The
MitoSOX Red dye is a selective indicator of mitochondrial
ROS alone wherein its fluorescence emission is dependent

upon uptake and its subsequent oxidation within the mitochondrial compartment (45). As an internal control, cells were
treated with 1 mM rotenone, which elevates the mitochondrial
superoxide
levels
by
inhibiting
the
respiratory
complex-I. Importantly, R103W and P486S mutants exhibited
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Figure 5. Estimation of cellular ROS levels and oxidative stress sensitivity of yeast PD mutants. (A and B) Quantification of total cellular ROS levels. (A) Histogram
of flow cytometric analysis using the H2DCF-DA dye to detect enhancement in ROS levels where cell numbers are plotted as a function of the fluorescence intensities. (B) Bar chart representing the normalized relative ROS levels in the yeast strains as determined from the same analysis. The MFI of 2 mM H2O2-treated positive
control cells was set as 100% (P , 0.05). (C and D) Mitochondrial ROS measurements. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of mitochondrial superoxide levels in the
wild-type (WT) and PD-mutant yeast strains as estimated by MitoSOX Red fluorescence. (D) Bar chart representing the relative superoxide levels obtained
from the aforementioned analysis. The MFI of positive control cells treated with 1 mM rotenone was set as 100%. For both flow cytometry experiments, 10 000
events were analyzed in each case and the values were plotted based on three independent experiments (P , 0.05). (E) Sensitivity to extraneous oxidative
stress. Oxidative stress sensitivity was assessed by performing a drop test analysis on selective medium with and without 1 mM H2O2 as indicated. Equivalent
numbers of yeast cells from the WT and PD-mutant strains were serially diluted and spotted to grow at the permissive temperature of 308C for 96 h.

a shift in the fluorescence toward higher levels, and a 35% increment in superoxide ion contents was estimated (P , 0.05;
Fig. 5C and D). Furthermore, to demonstrate the enhanced
sensitivity of mutant strains to extraneous oxidative stress,
cells were subjected to hydrogen peroxide treatment. As

shown in Fig. 5E, R103W was extremely sensitive to oxidative
stress and was found to have a severely compromised growth
phenotype in the minimal media containing 1 mM H2O2. On
the other hand, P486S mutant grew normally in the presence
of 1 mM H2O2 containing media, similar to wild-type
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(Fig. 5E). Together, our analysis infers that PD mutations in
Ssc1 significantly contribute toward the enhancement of
overall cellular ROS levels.
Compromised stability of mtHsp70 variants: a key
determinant for mitochondrial dysfunction in PD
progression
To investigate the differences of yeast and human PD variants
at the structural level, the purified proteins were subjected to
circular dichroism (CD) analysis. Both Ssc1 and human
mtHsp70 PD variants showed a comparable shapes and ellipticity values, suggesting that the mutants harbor similar

secondary structural elements identical to their respective
wild-type proteins (data not shown). To analyze whether PD
mutations alter the stability of mutant proteins, thermal
unfolding was monitored by measuring the ellipticity at
222 nm as a function of temperature. Like other Hsp70s, wildtype Ssc1 showed two melting transition temperatures (Tm) for
a 50% unfolding of NBD (40 + 0.58C) and SBD (70 + 0.58C)
(Fig. 6A, left panel and Supplementary Material, Table S2).
Most strikingly, R103W showed 68C reduction in the Tm
value for the NBD (34 + 0.58C), whereas the Tm of SBD
remained unchanged (Fig. 6A, left panel and Supplementary
Material, Table S2). On the other hand, the Tm for SBD and
NBD of P486S was found to be similar to that of wild-type
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Figure 6. Assessment of protein stability and aggregation propensity of yeast Ssc1 and human mtHsp70 PD variants. (A) Analysis of protein stability. The
thermal melting curves for the purified proteins of yeast Ssc1 (WT, R103W, P486S) (left panel) and of human mtHsp70 (WT, R126W, P509S) (right panel)
were obtained by monitoring the ellipticity at 222 nm as a function of temperature in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). (B) Protein solubility analysis. The
yeast (upper panel) and human (lower panel) mtHsp70 proteins were coexpressed with Zim17 in E. coli cells grown at 37 8C, for 5 h post-induction. The
crude cell lysates were centrifuged to separate the soluble supernatant fraction (SN) and insoluble pellet fraction (P). The samples were dissolved in SDS
sample buffer and analyzed on SDS– PAGE followed by Coomassie dye staining. The crude lysates prior to centrifugation were used as total loading
control (T). The bands corresponding to mtHsp70 are indicated by an arrow. (C) Intra-mitochondrial aggregation analysis. Equivalent amounts of isolated mitochondria corresponding to yeast (upper panel) and human PD variants (lower panel) were fractionated by sonication-based lysis, followed by ultracentrifugation.
Samples corresponding to supernatant (S), insoluble pellet (P) and un-fractionated extract (T) were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting
using appropriate yeast and human antibodies. Tim44, Tim23 (insoluble) and Mge1 (soluble) (for yeast proteins) and hTim44, hTim23 (insoluble) and hHep
(soluble) (for human proteins) were used as controls for the fractionation. Anti-FLAG antibody was used for probing the wild-type and PD variants of
mtHsp70 expressed in HEK293T cells.
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panel). In conclusion, our in vitro CD analysis and in vivo aggregation studies provide direct experimental evidence to indicate
that the compromised protein stability associated with the
R126W mutant is the primary cause for mitochondrial dysfunction in PD.
P486S Ssc1 PD mutant exhibits a similar enhanced
interaction with J-protein cochaperones and reduction in
chaperone activity
The human mtHsp70 P509S PD variant showed elevated
ATPase activity stimulation by J-proteins. To investigate
whether a similar level of enhanced J-protein stimulation is
observed in yeast counterpart, purified P486S PD mutant
protein was subjected to ATP hydrolysis analysis using singleturnover ATPase assays. P486S and wild-type showed a comparable basal catalytic rate constant of 0.056 and 0.075 min21,
respectively (P , 0.01; Fig. 7A). For estimating J-protein
stimulation, we utilized two J-proteins: (i) Mdj1, an ortholog
of E. coli DnaJ required for the folding of matrix proteins,
and (ii) Pam18, an inner mitochondrial membrane-bound
J-protein, which is essential for the protein translocation function. At 1:2 Ssc1-to-Mdj1 ratio, an 8-fold stimulation was
observed for wild-type (P , 0.05; Fig. 7B). Under identical
conditions, a 13-fold stimulation was observed for the P486S
mutant (P , 0.05; Fig. 7B). An 2-fold enhancement in the
J-protein stimulation is indicative of ‘gain of function’ for
the P486S PD mutant similar to its human counterpart,
P509S. Similarly, at 1:2 Ssc1-to-Pam18 ratio conditions, a
4-fold stimulation was observed for the wild-type when compared with a 7-fold for P486S (P , 0.05; Fig. 7B). A similar
enhancement in the stimulation was recorded for human
Pam18 ortholog—DnaJC19, which suggests that the Cterminal mutation leads to an overall gain of function with
J-protein cochaperones for the PD variants. To ascertain that
P486S possesses a normal client – protein interaction, we
analyzed for the peptide-binding activity, using fluoresceinlabeled P5 by anisotropic measurements. As indicated in
Figure 7C, P486S showed a similar affinity for P5 binding
when compared with wild-type, suggesting that the mutation
does not compromise the client – protein interaction like its
human counterpart, the P509S PD variant (Supplementary
Material, Table S1). Also, upon addition of ATP to prebound
F-P5-mtHsp70 complex, the P486S mutant exhibited the
release of bound F-P5 to comparable level as the wild-type
(P , 0.05; Fig. 7D). To demonstrate whether enhanced stimulation of the ATPase activity of P486S by J-proteins influences
its overall chaperoning activity like its human counterpart, we
tested for its ability to prevent the aggregation of the denatured
rhodanese substrate. Similar to wild-type, the P486S mutant
solely displayed a robust activity for the prevention of rhodanese substrate aggregation, which is consistent with the human
PD variants (Fig. 7E). However, a 35% reduction in the prevention of rhodanese aggregation was observed in the presence of a preformed complex of P486S and J-protein
(Mdj-1) when compared with wild-type Ssc1 and BSA-alone
controls (Fig. 7E and F). These observations are consistent
with the human PD variants, where a similar reduction in rhodanese aggregation was observed in the presence of Hsp70/
J-protein bichaperone complex. Overall, we conclude that
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(Fig. 6A, left panel). To address whether the lowered stability
of mutants is a common defect associated with the PD mutations in humans as well, the purified human mtHsp70 PD
variant proteins were subjected to CD thermal melt analysis.
The wild-type human mtHsp70 exhibited Tm of 50 + 0.5 and
74 + 0.58C for NBD and SBD, respectively (Fig. 6A, right
panel). Interestingly, a similar 108C drastic reduction in the
Tm (40 + 0.58C) for the NBD of the R126W variant was
recorded when compared with wild-type and P509S
(Fig. 6A, right panel and Supplementary Material, Table S2).
To validate the findings of lowered stability of mtHsp70 due
to PD mutations, Ssc1 and human mtHsp70 PD variants were
co-expressed with Hep1 in E. coli BL21 (DE3) bacterial strain.
Mitochondrial Hsp70 members are prone to aggregate when
overexpressed alone in E. coli cells. However, upon coexpression with Hep1, the major portion of wild-type Ssc1 and
human mtHsp70 was recovered in the soluble fraction at
378C (Fig. 6B, upper and lower panels). Most strikingly,
.95% of Ssc1 R103W and human mtHsp70 R126W
mutants were recovered in the pellet fraction at 37 8C
(Fig. 6B, upper and lower panels). At the same time, the
mutant proteins remained soluble upon overexpression at
lower temperature conditions (data not shown). An increased
tendency for aggregation in E. coli suggests that
arginine-to-tryptophan mutation in mtHsp70s reduces the
overall in vivo stability, which is in agreement with the CD
analysis. On the other hand, Ssc1 P486S and human
mtHsp70 P509S mutants stably expressed and were recovered
in the supernatant fraction similar to their respective wild-type
proteins.
To demonstrate further whether the reduced stability of the
mutant proteins leads to aggregation in the yeast and human
mitochondrial matrix, the purified yeast mitochondria were subjected to fractionation analysis. After hypotonic swelling, the
mitoplast was gently lysed by sonication followed by fractionation, using ultracentrifugation as described previously (46).
The samples were separated on SDS – PAGE and subjected to
immunodetection using Ssc1-specific antibodies. The Tim23,
Tim 44 (insoluble) and Mge1 (soluble) marker proteins were
used as positive controls. Most notably, R103W showed a
higher propensity for aggregation in the mitochondrial matrix
and .70% of the R103W protein was recovered in the pellet
fraction (Fig. 6C, upper panel). However, the P486S mutant
remained in the soluble fraction like the wild-type (Fig. 6C,
upper panel). To understand the relative distribution of
mtHsp70 in soluble and insoluble fractions in mammalian
cells, we generated FLAG-tagged mammalian constructs of
wild-type and human mtHsp70 PD variants. Using a Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen)-based transfection method, the aforementioned constructs were transiently transfected into HEK
293T cells. Subsequently, 48 h post-transfection, the cells
were harvested, and isolated mitochondria were subjected to
fractionation. To detect the exogenously expressed mtHsp70
and its PD variants, anti-FLAG antibodies were used to study
the distribution between the supernatant and the pellet fractions.
A similar pattern of aggregation was observed for R126W upon
fractionation of human mitochondria (Fig. 6C, lower panel). On
the other hand, P509S and wild-type remained in the soluble
fraction in comparison with positive control proteins, hTim23
and hTim44 (insoluble) and hHep (soluble) (Fig. 6C, lower
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the PD mutation (P486S/P509S) in the C-terminal domains of
mtHsp70s leads to an elevation in the J-protein-dependent
stimulation and as a consequence, results in reduced ability
to prevent aggregate formation of unfolded substrates.

DISCUSSION
Besides selective death of dopaminergic neurons and accumulation of Lewy bodies, mitochondrial dysfunction has been
one of the major hallmarks of PD (47,48). Until now,
several gene loci have been identified in multifactorial familial
PD that is implicated in the disease progression. Importantly, a
gene-specific screen conducted on PD patients identified two
novel variants in mtHSP70, namely R126W and P509S,
which are suggested to be involved in PD pathogenesis. Recently, another separate large-scale genomic screen involving
PD patients revealed a strong association of genes present on
the long arm of chromosome 5 to be involved in the overall

PD pathogenesis (49,50). This region includes the gene
locus of HSPA9 (mtHSP70), thus supporting a likely involvement of mtHsp70 in PD pathology (49,50). In addition to that,
in an independent screen, a third novel variant (A476T) has
been identified in the SBD of mtHsp70 (7). All the three PD
variants are substitutions found in highly conserved regions
of mtHsp70, across species. Moreover, accumulation of
these mutations in mtHsp70 in heterozygous condition
results in mitochondrial dysfunction in neuronal as well as
non-neuronal cell lines (7). At the same time, mtHsp70 is
also known to interact with multiple PD-causing players at
the cellular level, such as a-synuclein, Parkin and DJ-1.
However, the molecular mechanism behind how mtHsp70 variants are centrally involved in conjunction with other known
PD-causing proteins toward the PD progression is still
unclear. Owing to the essential role played by mtHsp70 in
the mammalian system, only up to a 50% downregulation of
the endogenous wild-type protein has been reported (7). As
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Figure 7. Biochemical defect analyses of yeast P486S PD mutant. (A and B) Measurement of the ATPase activity and stimulation. 1 mM of prebound
mtHsp70-radiolabeled ATP complex was incubated with (A) buffer alone (P , 0.01), (B) 2 mM of Mdj1(P , 0.05) and Pam18 (P , 0.05) each and the rate
of ATP hydrolysis was monitored under single-turn-over conditions at different time intervals, and the percentage of ATP-to-Pi conversion was plotted.
Fold stimulation was calculated by setting the basal rate as 1. (C and D) Substrate interaction studies. (C) 25 nM fluorescein-labeled P5 peptide (F-P5) was
incubated with increasing concentrations of the purified proteins and allowed to reach equilibrium. The observed anisotropy values were fitted to a one-site
binding equation using the GraphPad Prism 5 software to obtain the Kd values. (D) 1000-fold excess ATP was added to saturated protein-F-P5 complexes in
the ADP-bound state. The resultant maximal decrease in fluorescence anisotropy of the bound F-P5 was noted to determine the percentage of bound F-P5
released due to ATP binding. (E and F) Prevention of rhodanese aggregation. Denatured rhodanese (0.46 mM) was added to (E) mtHsp70 protein (4.6 mM)
alone, and (F) a preformed complex of 1.15 mM of mtHsp70 (WT and P486S Ssc1) in combination with the J-protein Mdj1 (0.23 mM). BSA was used as a negative control for chaperoning activity. The aggregation of rhodanese was measured at a wavelength of 320 nm and the normalized values were plotted setting the
aggregation pattern of rhodanese alone as 100%.
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resulting in protein quality control defect in the mitochondrial
matrix. The imbalance in quality control may be restricted to
either a generic set of proteins or a subset of neuronal-specific
proteins, which has higher tendency for aggregation due to oxidative modification of proteins by abnormally accumulated reactive dopamine adducts (52). Importantly, as recently reported,
the Hsp70-Hsp40 system plays a major role in disaggregating
a-synuclein oligomers in neurons and thus reducing their toxicity at the cellular level (53). Therefore, we predict that an
enhanced interaction of J-proteins with Hsp70 could lead to inefficient solubilization of intra-mitochondrial a-synuclein oligomers, resulting in their accumulation in the organelle and
contributing to mitochondrial dysfunction (54).
Our biochemical analysis reveals that the R126W mutant
exhibits severely compromised stability in vivo when compared with the P509S variant. Although, both the mutants
possess a similar secondary structural content, the stability
of ATPase domain of the R126W variant is significantly
altered. The human mtHsp70 showed a higher thermal
melting transition of 508C for the ATPase domain when compared with the yeast ortholog, Ssc1 (408C), which is concurrent with their permissive growth temperatures. Remarkably,
R126W exhibits a 108C lower unfolding transition for the
ATPase domain, which is closer to mammalian physiological
temperature. Therefore, the R126W variant is highly susceptible to aggregation at human physiological conditions. The
property of in vivo aggregation is further demonstrated by
overexpressing the protein in E. coli, wherein R126W is
recovered in the insoluble pellet faction at 378C. Similarly,
in case of overexpressed FLAG-tagged PD variants in
human mitochondria, a significant level of the R126W
protein was recovered in the aggregated pellet upon fractionation analysis. These findings clearly highlight that, due to
the inherent aggregation property of R126W, the cellular
levels of functional protein might vary considerably in the
PD condition. This observation is in agreement with the previous findings where the mtHsp70 levels were found to be
reduced in the affected brain regions of PD patients as well
as in the cellular disease model system (8,9). Based on our
results, it is reasonable to believe that the mitochondrial dysfunction phenotype of the R126W variant in PD patients is attributable to an overall reduced stability associated with the
protein due to a high degree of conformational plasticity. In
retrospect, the reduced levels of functional R126W protein
may directly influence the mitochondrial protein homeostasis
and its biogenesis in PD patients.
To gain further insights into human PD variants at the
cellular level in the homozygous state, we developed
S. cerevisiae as an elegant model system for genetic and
biochemical analyses. Owing to a high degree of conservation
in basic cellular processes with higher eukaryotes, the budding
yeast has been successfully utilized as a model system to demonstrate the conserved mechanisms underlying many neurodegenerative diseases (55). This model confers an added
advantage as it allows flexible genetic manipulations which
ensure complete elimination of the background effect of endogenous wild-type protein. Furthermore, recent studies have
demonstrated that other PD susceptibility factors such as
Parkin and DJ-1 associate with mtHsp70, hence adding
another layer of complexity in uncovering the specific role
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a result, it is difficult to assess the impact of mutations in
mtHsp70 PD variants in the heterozygous state using cell
lines. Therefore, we established ‘yeast’ as a suitable model
system by creating analogous mutations in the orthologous
SSC1 gene and in parallel compared the phenotypic evidence
observed in cell lines, enabling us to address the possible
mechanisms by which the disruption of mtHsp70 function
leads to PD-like manifestations at the cellular level.
Our previous findings highlighted that human mtHsp70
interacts with multiple components of the folding machinery
such as J-domain proteins (hTid-1S and hTid-1L), nucleotide
exchange factor (GrpEL1) and ‘Hep’ protein for maintaining
the protein quality control in the mitochondrial matrix (29).
Therefore, as a foremost approach, we tested interactions of
human mtHsp70 PD variants with the components of the
folding machinery. Both R126W and P509S variants displayed
a similar level of ability to bind substrates when compared
with wild-type, indicating that mitochondrial client protein sequestration is not compromised in the folding cycle. Biochemically, R126W exhibits slightly elevated basal ATP-hydrolysis
activity as well as reduced ATP-dependent release of bound
substrates, suggesting a minor allosteric communication
defect. On the other hand, both the variants possess a similar
wild-type level of nucleotide exchange activity and escort
protein-dependent activity, thus making it unlikely that this
part of the chaperone cycle is affected during the folding
process. Most strikingly, PD variants showed enhanced interaction with J-proteins, which are involved in the folding function (hTid-1S and hTid-1L) as well as import reaction
(DnaJC19) as indicated by their ability to get the ATPase activity stimulated through J-domain. In general, J-class protein
family members are known to interact transiently with the
ATPase domain of Hsp70s in ATP-bound conformation via
their conserved J-domain (51). In vivo, the folding cycle of
Hsp70 is initiated in ATP-bound conformation (21). J-proteins
accelerate the conversion of ATP-bound conformation of
Hsp70 to ADP state by catalytically stimulating the ATP hydrolysis, thereby stabilizing substrate interaction in the
chaperone-mediated folding cycle (21).
Although Hsp70 can bind substrates independently in the
ATP-bound state, the J-proteins significantly influence the regulation of the chaperone cycle and folding process (21,22,31,51).
Retrospectively, the enhanced J-protein interaction associated
with the PD variants may therefore impede the regulation of
the chaperone cycle by altering the equilibrium between ATPand ADP-bound states of Hsp70, thus directly influencing the
overall efficiency of the folding reaction. Consequently, this
would generate an imbalance in general ‘quality control’
inside the matrix compartment and the overall ‘protein homeostasis’, leading to mitochondrial dysfunction. Particularly,
P509S showed a robust interaction with all J-proteins
(hTid-1S, hTid-1L, DnaJC19) and as a result significantly
imparting the folding phenotype. Critically, our in vitro aggregation prevention experiments using denatured rhodanese as a
model substrate provide evidence in favor of this hypothesis.
Notably, both P509S and R126W variants were found inefficient in preventing the aggregation of unfolded rhodanese as a
bichaperone complex with J-proteins, compared with wild-type.
Thus, the abnormal J-protein interaction associated with PD
variants significantly reduces the overall chaperoning activity,
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growth conditions and hence may not display a drastic
growth phenotype. Moreover, the yeast mitochondria possess
other built-in compensatory mechanisms like presence of additional paralogs such as Ssq1, which might directly contribute
for the functional overlap at least in synthesizing Fe/S cluster
proteins. Unlike yeast, the human mitochondria consist of
single mtHsp70 for all constitutive functions, including
folding twice the amount of proteome size when compared
with lower eukaryotes. Owing to the absence of well-defined
additional compensatory mechanisms, mammalian mitochondria are heavily dependent on the functional integrity of the
mtHsp70 protein. In that respect, the severity of the cellular
defects may be even significantly higher for the neurons
which require high-energy demands for their constitutive functions. Therefore, we hypothesize that a loss of regulation in the
chaperone folding cycle due to enhanced J-protein interaction
with mtHsp70 variants may generate an elevated level of
neuronal-specific protein toxicity, leading to mitochondrial
dysfunction in PD patients.
In summary, our study delineates the possible molecular
mechanisms of mtHsp70 participation in the manifestation
of pathological symptoms found in dopaminergic neurons in
cases of PD. Additionally, our findings unravel the cellular
mechanisms behind the mitochondrial dysfunction associated
with mtHsp70 PD variants in humans as well as in yeast.
The multiple in vivo phenotypes and biochemical defects associated with the human mtHsp70 PD variants were remarkably
recapitulated using yeast as a model system. Furthermore, our
findings provide a molecular basis for reduced levels of
mtHsp70 found in affected brain regions of PD patients
based on our observation of aggregation susceptibility of
R126W, a single mtHsp70 mutant. Based on the severity of
the phenotypes observed in the yeast haploid state, we
propose that homozygous R126W PD mutation may by itself
be capable of contributing to the overall disease outcome.
On the other hand, accumulation of the P509S variant might
contribute toward the PD progression by altering the mitochondrial quality control, in addition to mutations at other
genetic loci. These initial findings will therefore provide invaluable insights for the future in uncovering the genetic
and environmental factors that influence the development of
familial PD in connection with mutations in mtHsp70 loci,
using well-established yeast as a model system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains, plasmids construction and genetic analysis
For genetic analysis in yeast, wild-type SSC1 was cloned
under the control of its native promoter in the yeast centromeric plasmid pRS314 containing a Trp marker for selection. The
yeast haploid strain, DG252 (trp1– 1 ura3– 1 leu2 – 3, 112
his3 – 11, 15 ade2 – 1 can1 – 100 GAL2+ met2-D1 lys2-D2
ssc1DClaI::LEU2), containing the plasmid pRS316-SSC1 for
the maintenance of viability was a kind gift from Professor
E.A. Craig. For in vivo phenotype analysis, the haploid
Dssc1 strain was transformed with the plasmid carrying the
point mutants of SSC1, and the transformants were selected
on tryptophan omission plates. The transformants (Trp+)
were then counter-selected on medium containing 5-FOA to
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of mtHsp70 alone in PD pathogenesis (7,56). Most importantly, the variants of mtHsp70 are found to be present in highly
conserved regions of the protein, emphasizing the possibility
of an intrinsic defect associated with the protein affecting
the overall mtHsp70 function to a similar extent across
species (7).
An analogous PD mutation, R103W in yeast Ssc1, results in
conditional phenotype with highly compromised growth at
permissive and inviability at non-permissive temperatures.
A severe growth phenotype of R103W amino acid substitution
highlights the critical nature of the mutation in eukaryotes in
homozygous conditions. The yeast cells harboring R103W mutation showed multiple phenotypes at the cellular levels, namely
(i) defect in translocation kinetics of pre-proteins across mitochondrial inner membranes that lead to the accumulation of precursor proteins in the cytosol; (ii) increased total cellular and
mitochondrial ROS levels; (iii) enhanced susceptibility
toward exogenous oxidative stress such as H2O2; (iv) almost
40% reduction of functional mitochondria due to the loss of
inner mitochondrial membrane potential. In addition to that,
R103W showed an increased tendency to lose mtDNA, thus
imparting respiration defects, which is a unique property of
this yeast PD mutant. At the molecular level, the purified
protein showed lower stability as indicated by a 68C reduction
in the thermal melting transition for ATPase domain when compared with wild-type. Besides, the protein showed an increased
tendency to aggregate at a non-permissive temperature as
observed upon overexpression in the E. coli system at 378C.
Furthermore, a similar aggregation pattern was observed in
the yeast mitochondrial lysates as demonstrated by fractionation
analysis. These results clearly indicate that due to compromised
stability of the R103W mutant, the overall protein quality
control is altered, leading to multiple physiological defects,
which are implicated in the mitochondrial dysfunction under
PD conditions.
On the other hand, the P486S yeast PD variant was found
viable and showed less drastic cellular phenotypes. This
includes a 15% reduction in the functional mitochondria and
elevated mitochondrial specific ROS levels. Biochemically,
the purified P486S mutant displayed a wild-type level of stability as well as an ability to bind mitochondrial client proteins. Strikingly, the P486S variant also exhibited enhanced
J-protein-dependent stimulation similar to the analogous
human PD variant, P509S. P486S showed enhancement in
the ATPase stimulation with the J-protein, Pam18, which is
a part of the import motor complex involved in protein translocation across the inner mitochondrial membrane. The
enhanced stimulation by Pam18 favors the translocation
process as the mutant showed an increased kinetics of
protein import when compared with wild-type. A similar enhancement in stimulation was also observed with yeast
Mdj1, although to a much lesser extent than human hTid-1S
and hTid-1L. A tighter interaction with Mdj1 also inhibits
the chaperoning activity of P486S/J-protein bichaperone
complex, thus leading to reduction in protein quality control
in the matrix compartment. Therefore, it is reasonable to
believe that mitochondrial dysfunction associated with the
P486S is due to a consequence of J-protein-dependent gain
of function. In case of yeast cells, a minor reduction in the
levels of ‘functional mitochondria’ is tolerable based on
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obtained for all the protein preparations of mtHsp70, Ssc1
and PD variants.
ELISA for mtHsp70 and J-protein interaction analysis
The ELISA plate (Nunc, F8 Maxisorp Loose) wells were
coated with hTid-1S (3 mg/well) diluted in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS, pH 7.4) for 1 h. Subsequently, the wells were
blocked with BSA (0.01%) in PBS for 1 h. The plates were
then incubated with increasing concentrations of wild-type
or human mtHsp70 PD variants for 1 h in a buffer containing
0.005% BSA, 10 mM Mg(OAc)2 and 1 mM AMP-PNP (nonhydrolyzable ATP-analog). BSA was used as a negative
control. The wells were washed for 5 min with PBS. Polyclonal antibody specific to human mtHsp70 was added and
incubated for 1 h. The wells were washed with PBS and
further incubated with goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody
conjugated to HRP, in PBS for 1 h. The wells were washed
and incubated with the addition of tetramethylbenzidine/
H2O2 substrate and monitored for blue color development.
The reaction was terminated by the addition of 2 N H2SO4,
and the absorbance was recorded at 450 nm. All steps of the
assay were performed at room temperature (258C).
Analysis of mitochondrial mass, membrane potential and
mtDNA loss

Protein purification analysis
The hexahistidine-tagged human mtHsp70, Ssc1 and PD variants were coexpressed with yeast Zim17 in E. coli BL21
(DE3) strain to ensure enhanced solubility by allowing
growth at 258C. Briefly, the cultures were allowed to reach
an A600 of 0.5, followed by induction using 1 mM
isopropyl-1-thio-b-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) for 6 h. Cells
were harvested by centrifugation and then lysed in buffer C
(20 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.5, 150 mM KCl, 20 mM imidazole,
10% glycerol) containing 2.5 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mg/
ml lysozyme and protease inhibitor mixture, followed by incubation at 48C for 1 h. The samples were gently lysed with
0.2% deoxycholate, followed by DNase I (10 mg/ml) treatment
for 15 min at 48C. The mixtures were further lysed by sonicating three times (15 s) at a 25% amplitude using ultrasonic
processor with intervals of 2 min on ice. The cell lysates
were clarified by centrifuging at 28 000g for 30 min at 48C.
The supernatant and pellet fractions were dissolved in SDS
sample buffer and analyzed on 12.5% SDS – PAGE. After centrifugation, the soluble supernatant was incubated with
Ni-NTA Sepharose (GE Healthcare) for 2 h at 48C to allow
binding. Unbound proteins and non-specific contaminants
were removed by multiple washes of buffer C alone followed
by sequential single washes of 1 M KCl, 0.05% Triton X-100,
1 mM ATP and 40 mM imidazole contained in buffer C.
Finally, the bound-proteins were eluted with buffer C containing 250 mM imidazole, and the samples were dialyzed against
appropriate buffers for use, in particular experiments. The
purification of His-tagged proteins such as GrpEL1, Hep,
hTid-1S and hTid-1L were carried out using our previously
published protocols (29). Greater than 95% purity was

The total mitochondrial masses of the transformed PD-mutant
yeast strains were determined using NAO (Molecular Probes).
Briefly, 0.2 OD of log-phase yeast cells were harvested,
washed with PBS and incubated with 10 mM NAO for
30 min at room temperature. Subsequently, the cells were
washed and resuspended in PBS, and FACS analysis was
carried out using the Becton Dickinson (BD) FACSCanto II
flow cytometer. An argon laser was used for the excitation
at wavelength 488 nm, while the emission was recorded at
520 nm. For each analysis, 10 000 events were recorded and
the data were analyzed based on three independent experiments, using the WinMDI 2.9 software. In order to detect
changes in mitochondrial membrane potential, isolated mitochondria (35 mg) from PD-variant strains were incubated
with the JC-1 dye (5 mg/ml) for 5– 10 min in dark. Subsequently, they were excited at 490 nm and subjected to an emission scan between 500 and 620 nm in a JASCO FP-6300
spectrofluorometer. The ratios of the peaks at 590 (aggregate
form of the JC-1 dye) and 530 nm (monomeric form) were
used as an indicator of membrane polarization. The wild-type
mitochondria were incubated in 100 mM valinomycin for
15 min prior to dye staining as a control for complete depolarization. To determine mtDNA loss, a PCR-based method was
used as described previously (42). Briefly, yeast cells grown in
YPG media were harvested during the log phase and subjected
to genomic DNA isolation. The genes encoding COX2
(mtDNA marker) and HSP31 (nuclear DNA marker) were
PCR-amplified in separate reactions to determine the relative
abundance of mtDNA in each of the yeast PD strains. EtBrtreated cells induced to lose mtDNA were used as a positive
control as reported earlier (43).
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eliminate the wild-type containing the plasmid. The viable
yeast cells were recovered on rich media and subjected to
spot test analysis using serial dilutions of the cells on
various media like Trp2, YPG and Trp2 containing H2O2 to
confirm the growth phenotypes.
The ORF of human mtHsp70 was amplified using a cDNA
library from HeLa cells, using suitable primers. The PD variants of Ssc1 and human mtHsp70 were generated by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis, using high-fidelity
PfuTurbo DNA Polymerase (Stratagene). All the clones were
verified by DNA sequencing carried out at Eurofins, Inc. For
solubilization and purification using the bacterial expression
system, the ORFs of wild-type human mtHsp70 and Ssc1
were cloned in pRSFDuet-1vector along with the yeast
Zim17 as previously described (29,57). Similarly, the corresponding coding nucleotide sequences of GrpEL1, Hep,
hTid-1S and hTid-1L proteins were cloned in pET vectors as
described earlier (29). All the clones used for purification
and in vitro experimental analysis were devoid of mitochondrial leader sequence based on the reported mature forms.
For transient mammalian transfection experiments, the fulllength human mtHsp70 and its PD variants were cloned into
a CMV-based promoter, pCI-neo vector (Promega) with a
FLAG-tag at the C-terminus of the gene.
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Measurement of ROS levels and oxidative stress sensitivity
in yeast

Miscellaneous methods
Fluorescence anisotropy-based peptide-binding assays (58),
single-turnover ATPase assays using g-32P ATP (29),
thermal CD analysis (46), in vitro aggregation (29,59), in
vivo precursor accumulation analysis (12), import kinetics of
pre-proteins into purified mitochondria (37), mitochondria isolation and fractionation (30) were done using standard protocols as described previously unless specified. The antisera
used for immunodecoration against specific proteins such as
human mtHsp70, Ssc1, Hsp60, Mge1, Tim23, Tim44, Ydj1
and hHep were raised in rabbits as previously reported (30).
Anti-hTim23 and anti-hTim44 antibodies were obtained
from BD Biosciences. Anti-FLAG tag antibody (Sigma) was
used for immunodetection of exogenously expressed
mtHsp70 and its PD variants in HEK293T cells. Immunoblot
analysis was carried out using the ECL system (Perkin
Elmer) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
reagents used for the experiments were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich, unless specified.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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